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Abstract. In recent years, an increased interest in processing and exploration
of time-series has been observed. Due to the growing volumes of data, extensive
studies have been conducted in order to find new and effective methods for storing
and processing data. Research has been carried out in different directions, including hardware based solutions or NoSQL databases. We present a prototype query
engine based on GPGPU and NoSQL database plus a new model of data storage
using lightweight compression. Our solution improves the time series database
performance in all aspects and after some modifications can be also extended to
general-purpose databases in the future.
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1 Introduction
Time Series analysis plays a crucial role in many important computational applications.
Various hardware or software which must be monitored in order to ensure proper level
of service quality emit time series as self describing data. This kind of machine generated databases are often growing with square factor since they represent monitoring
relations between a distributed system’s components in ‘all-to-all’ fashion. Number of
time series generated in this way grows very quickly and falls under category of Big
Data: problems in which size of data is a problem itself. Classical statistical systems
(like R or SAS [7,2]), although capable of performing advanced analysis, are no longer
able to handle the newly appearing challenges:
– Very large volumes of data must be consumed by a database in real time. If 1000
machine reports 1000 values every 10 seconds the systems must store 8.64 · 109
data points every day. Because of continuous operation of the system there is no
possibility of batch processing.
– Resolution of data cannot be lost. Industrial systems benefit from ability to track
single events as well as global tendencies or changes. Correlations between quickly
appearing events cannot be found on general level.
– System must be able to answer any kind of queries to the database in reasonable time
even if a query involves billions of points. This tight efficiency constrain may be only
fulfilled if computation power is not bounded and scales well, possibly linearly.
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– Storage may not be limited and should scale transparently. SQL databases with
centralized indexes are no longer sufficient for these requirements or cannot meet
limited budget requirements.
New systems like OpenTSDB [4] or Tempo-DB [6] try to address the above needs by
using Big Table [8] data model. They are able to import data very efficiently while distributing it in a cloud-like storage. Querying is done by retrieving fragments of data from
the distributed regions and putting them together with a map-reduce algorithm. One of
the bottlenecks for a time series database is IO bandwidth and centralized aggregation
process. Query processing for a longer period of time may need to process hundreds
millions of data points. In such cases system reaction time often becomes too long.
1.1 General-Purpose Computation on Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU)
GPU programming offers tremendous processing power and excellent scalability with
increasing number of parallel threads. However, vector-like processing in GPU has
some limitations. One of them is obligatory data transfer between RAM (random-access
memory) of the host machine and the computing GPU device, which generates additional cost when compared to a pure CPU-based solution. This barrier can make GPUbased algorithms unsatisfactory especially for smaller problems. One of the goals of
this work is to improve efficiency of data transfer between disk, through RAM, global
GPU memory and processing unit.
One of the possibilities, and often the only option, to optimize the mentioned data
transfer is to reduce its size by compressing. Classical compression algorithms are computationally expensive (gain from the transfer data does not compensate the calculations [18]) and difficult to implement on the GPU [16]. Alternatives such as lightweight
compression algorithms which are successfully used for CPU and GPU are therefore
very attractive [18,10,12].
This paper addresses optimizations in time series systems like OpenTSDB allowing
for faster query response. We present a new model of data storage using lightweight
compression and parallel query processing using GPU. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the rest of this section we motivate and presents some of the related
works concerning time series, big data and GPU processing. In section 2 we explain
the prototype system architecture and querying process, while in section 3 a reader may
find experimental results. Section 4 concludes.
1.2 Motivation
There are evidences of configurations pushing tens of billions data points a day into a
monitoring system (like Facebook or Twitter). In such complicated cases system often
stores very detailed measurements taken in different metrics and configurations for example every 10 seconds and therefore must deal not only with many points in the same
time series but also with a huge number of time series as well.
What we observed in our industrial experience is that a user often performs many different queries working on the same time series in the fixed period of time. The reason
for this is that users want to observe the same point in time from many angles, which
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means performing different types of aggregations of different dimensions. Obviously,
this analysis strategy cannot be predicted and aggregations cannot be preprocessed.
OpenTSDB saves data points in cache in order not to repeat very expensive hbase scan
operation. However, serialized points aggregation was noticed to be slower for large
number of time series. Therefore, we propose to use GPU as an alternative query coprocessor using our novel lightweight time series compression strategy. What is more
important many users already own powerful graphical devices which may be used as
local coprocessors for data analysis. Database querying should take into account this
new possibility of supporting time consuming computations.
The main motivation of this work is to open new possibilities in time series querying
by utilization of GPU processors for ultra fast time series aggregation on both server
and client side. In this paper we also show that GPU processor may be used to perform
computations on compressed data without introducing any additional costs. This in turn
allows for application of GPU processors not only in computation-intensive problems
in which time of copying data is amortized by numerical computations but also in dataintensive problems. This achievement opens a new filed for general database algorithms.
Our solution improves the overall time series database performance by: minimizing
communication footprint between a data storage and a query engine (by using i.a.: data
compaction and lightweight compression) and moving data decompression and time
series query processing to GPU.
1.3 Related Works
There is huge interest in efficient time series processing both in industry and science
since large (and growing fast) data sets need to be queried and stored efficiently. OpenTSDB [4] build on top of HBase [1] and offers tremendous speed of data insertion and
scanning together with high scalability. However, its data model is limited and so far
cannot handle many important cases (like data annotations) Unde et al. [15] claim that
OpenTSDB reaches much better performance than DB2 RDBMS for time series processing. Our experiments showed that OpenTSDB performance degrades if there are
more than just a few tags attached to single metric which means that it has to aggregate
too many time series.
Real time data analytic is offered by ParStream [5] data base system using GPU
nodes. Data is equally distributed along machines. Combination of CPU and GPU processing together with load balancing enables to achieve almost real time processing of
terabytes of data [11]. Also Jedox [3], an OLAP database system, offers possibility of
using GPU as a coprocessor in queries. Both solutions are not strictly focused on time
series processing and therefore probably cannot offer many optimizations which could
be potentially possible. Our research is aimed at similar goals but with stress on large
number of time series.
In [17] authors present interesting study of different compression techniques for
WWW data in order to achieve querying speed-up. A general solution for data intensive
applications by cache compression is discussed in [18]. Obviously the same technique
may be used for time series and the efficiency may be increased if decompression speed
is higher than I/O operation. In this paper we also show that decoding is really much
faster and eliminates this memory bottleneck. The compression schemes proposed by
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Zukowski et al. [18] offer good trade-off between compression time and encoded data
size and what is more important are designed especially for super scalar processors
which means also very good properties for GPU.

2 System Architecture
This section presents our system architecture. A set of collectors performs some treatment of source data and send it to the storage. Then data is sent to a storage which
can be easily realized by column based NoSql database systems like Hbase [1] or Cassandra [9]. During the insertion process time series are compacted into larger records
(taking into account the metric name and tags) containing a specified period of time
(eg 15 minutes, 1 hour, 2 hours, 24 hours – depending on the number of observations)
which differs from OpenTSDB design. The last important part of the system is the
query engine responsible for user-database interactions. Again it must retrieve and process data in time acceptable for a user even if queried time period is long and covers
many time series and data points. Following other solutions, as an answer to this problem we propose a analytic coprocessor but with GPU computing support. Since data
transfer time is critical for distributed systems the key improvement over any other time
series solution is decreasing size of necessary data transfer. In our solution we combine
storing data internally compressed with adapted lightweight compression and ultra fast
decompression done directly into GPUs memory. This strategy minimises not only storage size but also significantly increases transfer speed and processing time. In the last
stage, utilization of GPU allows for very fast query processing.
2.1 Query Processing
The overall process of query execution is shown in Fig. 1a, while detailed query processing steps are presented below.
Decompression: OpenTSDB uses HBase support for lightweight compression algorithms such as Snappy or LZO. However, our observations suggest that the use of
specialized lightweight compression algorithms like PFOR and PFOR-DIFF can significantly raise performance. Moreover, lazy decompression can be considered as a one of
the stages of query processing, which minimizes the cost of memory transfers. Results
are further improved by ultra fast decompression done by GPU processor. Obviously,
better compression coefficients can be obtained due to the well-known characterization
of the stored data. In this work we use modified PFOR and PFOR-DIFF from our earlier
work [12].
Quantization: An important aspect is the analysis of the data at different levels of
detail. This means that we have the opportunity to analyse the long-term general aspects
as well as short-term detailed ones. Moreover, it allows us to limit the number of details
in data, and thus reduce the initial size of it prior to processing. This important part of
query processing may be efficiently performed on GPU: each thread examines j data
elements (Fig. 1b). In a loop, it makes the quantization of the time series. Quantization
is carried out using threads buffers to reduce the number of atomic operations needed
for global memory. In the end, the partial results are stored in memory using global
atomic operations.
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(a) Query processing steps. Quantization and Aggregation parts are optional
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Fig. 1. Query operations (where Tn1 , Tn2 , . . . , Tnk−1 Tnk are threads)

Union: In order to calculate aggregation for non evenly sampled time series, we
need to transform them into evenly sampled ones (through interpolation). The first step
is to determine a set union of timestamp indices for all time series. Again this stage
can be efficiently implemented using Thrust GPU library offering basic operations for
vectors (the interface is similar to the Standard Template Library vector for C++). In the
first step, we build the vector of time series. Then the timestamps are sorted using sort
method – which performs highly optimized Radix Sort. Subsequently unique operation
is performed which removes duplicate items. See outline in Fig. 1c.
Interpolation: In the previous step we calculated the union of timestamp indices
(ti ). Here, we need to interpolate values for selected timestamps in every time series.
Finally, we obtain an evenly sampled time series. To improve efficiency of this part
we used textures with CUDA hardware support for linear interpolation. There are also
efficient implementations of other types of interpolation [14]. The procedure consists
of two parts (see Fig. 1d). First we calculate linear interpolation coefficients, i.e. for
each t in the union, we search for ti < t < ti+1 and calculate ti+1 − t0 . Since the time
series are non-uniformly sampled this operation uses vectorized search (upper bound
from Thrust). The second step uses a linear interpolation GPU hardware support and
uses previously computed factors.
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Aggregation: Aggregation works on equally sampled time series. For each time
point we calculate aggregation across data values in all time series. Each thread in a
loop analyses the values of all time series for a single point in time. Then it writes
aggregated value to global memory. See Fig. 1e for overview.

3 Prototype Query processing
Query Processing: The experiments were carried out using a common query for monitoring systems: Calculate an aggregation of all the time series for a given metric for
a specified period of time. It is a general task which is a starting point for many other
analytical methods like finding extreme values, pattern matching or other data mining
algorithms. It covers all important aspects of query processing: data retrieval, combination of many time series, missing data and data aggregation.
Data Settings: A synthetic set of time series for a single metric with different tags
was prepared. It may be treated as one parameter measurement on a set of distributed
sensors. The simulated measurements correspond to 600 time series with measurement
every 300 seconds with random 10% of elements missing in each time series, which
gives approximately 600 × 16.1K ≈ 9.6M data points. Additionally, the synthetic data
has been prepared to obtain different compression ratios seen in real applications [13].
Environment Settings: Experiments were carried out on one instance of HBase,
query processing was conducted on the database server. Hardware configuration: Two
six core processors Intel® Xeon® E5649 2.53GHz, 8GB RAM and Nvidia® Tesla M2070
card. Tests were carried out using 600 time-series containing from 2.0K to 16.1K of observations, average processing time for 25 launches was taken. Because processed data
in most cases fit in the HBase cache, configuration with LZO (Lempel-Ziv-Oberhumer)
compression achieves only slightly better results than with no compression. In industrial applications, queries are less likely to hit the cache and the acceleration of LZO
compression is higher.
OpenTSDB: A modified version of a console client (modified to log query execution
time after doing a warm-up phase of Java virtual machine) and Hbase configured with
LZO compression were used in experiments.
Prototype: Developed using C++ and CUDA C++ and Thrift protocol. HBase was
configured without compression, instead highly tuned lightweight (de)compression algorithms for time series where used.
3.1 Results and Discussion
The comparison of OpenTSDB and our prototype performance is eligible due to similar
architecture of both solutions and identical query processing work-flow. All differences
are discussed bellow. The following factors were considered: the data transfer time
(the time between sending a query to HBase and receiving the results) as well as the
time needed to process the data (including data decompression), the time required to
exchange data with the GPU (if used) and the processing time.
A detailed timeline for query execution with fixed data size (600 time series ×16.1K
observations) is provided in Figure 2a. We can observe that processing in OpenTSDB
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(a) Execution time 600 time-series, 16.1K observation each (lower is better)

(b) Prototype speedup compared to OpenTSDB (higher is better)
Fig. 2. Measured results

takes only 25% of query time and despite being 2.8 times slower than CPU prototype,
it is not the main bottleneck. Better performance is not just a matter of changing Java
to C++. It is data compaction to reduce processed data size and number of fetched
rows and columns and increase efficiency of data transfer. Using data compaction, data
transfer performance significantly increases (5.7 times faster) for both prototypes (CPU
an GPU). But still most of the time is spent on communication with the database. What
is more GPU is 21x faster than CPU when comparing data processing speed. Thus
calculations are limited by the data transfer. It is therefore necessary to improve data
transfer in order to achieve better results. This is done by using efficient lightweight
compression implementation [12]. Lightweight compression introduces only a slight
improvement in CPU prototype. This is because of the relatively long time needed for
the data processing (almost 1/4 of total time – see CPU in Fig. 2a). This is because the
lightweight compression significantly reduces data transfer time, but it also increases
the data processing time (see CPU comp. in Fig. 2a). Computation and communication
with the GPU is only a small fraction of the entire query and decompression adds only
a small overhead to the query (see GPU and GPU comp. in Fig. 2a).
Figure 2b presents the resulting acceleration obtained on CPU and GPU prototype
(in comparison to OpenTSDB query) on different data sizes. Both figures include CPU
and GPU prototypes with and without lightweight compression. Due to the page limit
only results for one compression ratio (4) are presented. Notice that the size of the data
is important and better results can be obtained on larger data sets. It is also worth of
noting that the data transfer is often a bottleneck in many GPGPU applications. This
was also the case, however, through the use of a lightweight compression, data transfer
is highly improved, thereby significantly speeding up the execution of the query.
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4 Conclusions and Future Work
Time series databases play a crucial role in many branches of industry. Machine generated measurements require fast, real-time insertion and almost real-time querying. We
showed that in case of computations dedicated to time series the existing solutions may
be improved by utilization of GPU processors. So far data intensive application had to
overcome the problem of additional CPU to GPU data transfer cost. Only algorithms of
more than linear computation time complexity could benefit from parallel GPU processing. In this paper we showed that by introduction of fine tuned compression methods we
can improve these results. Especially time series processing may speed-up significantly
when compared to industrial solutions or experimental CPU prototypes.
Our future work will concentrate on query optimization in hybrid CPU/GPU environment, query execution on partially compressed data and on developing dynamic
compression planer.
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